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Radio Wimbi Engages Pemba
The patience exercised over the past several months is starting to pay dividends for the Radio Wimbi project in Pemba,
Mozambique. Progress on the project was slow at the end of 2011 as elections in the community interrupted any further
progress on learning about issues important to residents in this bustling port city. Pemba, located on the shores of the
Indian Ocean in the northern province of Cabo Delgado is experiencing extensive change. Natural gas was recently
discovered in the shallow waters along the coastline. Pemba has become a hub of activity as oil exploration companies
move in, presently using Pemba as a point of entry into the region from where they can launch their drilling operations. The
city is starting a journey of change as a result of this economic development.

The project team, led by project coordinator, Narciso Zandamela, is intent on engaging with the community as it starts its
planning for the radio station. Equipped with some tools obtained from last year’s community radio workshop, Narciso,
with the assistance of active members of the Radio Wimbi local association, has been organizing and facilitating
conversations about community issues among small groups of residents in different sectors in the community. The results

from these conversations have been amazing so far.

One of the first such sessions was conducted in a more disadvantaged
district of the community called Paquete. It is home to many of the
kiMwani residents of the city. As local fishermen, they are largely ignored
by the rest of the community, left with very few resources to improve their
way of life. This district, on a sand bar near the bay, is connected to Pemba
by a single bridge spanning a dried-out, littered drainage ditch. Narciso led
an enthusiastic two-hour discussion with a group of residents at a local
community center. One of the issues the residents highlighted was the lack
of public transportation. Because of their isolation, the residents have a
considerable walk to the local market for their daily necessities and selling
their catches. While there is little public transport in Pemba to begin with,
what does exist has failed to serve Paquete, refusing to even go there since
residents were unwilling to pay for it. This came out through the
conversations that day, when one resident recognized this lack of payment

as a key reason for their transportation problem. Much to our surprise, the residents changed their perspective. Today, the
transport services have returned to Paquete, largely as a result of this conversation between Narciso and the residents. The
station, even though not yet on the air, is already making an impact on the community!

The local association is even further energized as a result of these exercises. During a recent media awareness workshop
conducted in January, the association further refined their vision and focus for the station. They are hoping to see God work
among the families of Pemba through the broadcasts from Radio Wimbi. As a result of the station, they are anticipating the
following impact on the community:

Radio Wimbi Mission Outcome

Radio Wimbi builds a conversational platform upon which
Pemba residents learn to apply godly ethical values in their

relationships at home and unify their communities.

Even though there are encouraging signs of opportunity for ministry in Pemba, the project still has to face a number of
challenges. With the economic developments taking place in the region, costs for construction and housing are increasing
dramatically. The project had been negotiating with the local telecommunications company TDM to rent space on their

Lively conversations among Paquete residents
take place around maps of their district
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tower facilities for the Radio Wimbi antenna and transmitter. The
initial monthly lease was attractive, but negotiations have broken
down as TDM now requests US$ 3,000 per month to use their
facilities. This will likely require Radio Wimbi to construct its own
tower.

Pray for Radio Wimbi:

 Pray for Narciso Zandamela and his family including wife
Olga and daughter Narcita (yes, she’s named after
Narciso) as they move together up to Pemba this month.
Pray for safe travel as they drive the entire length of the
country and for their adjustment to life in Pemba as a
family.

 Pray for the project team under Narciso’s leadership as they compile what they’ve learned from the communities
in Pemba through these engagement focus groups. This will provide vital information to inform the programming
strategy of the station.

 Bob and Narciso will be traveling to Norway in May to meet with partner Ibra Media and begin a very important
discussion to outline the programming strategy of the station. Pray these meetings will be productive and
motivating for Narciso as he then continues the discussions in Pemba with the local association.

Please keep praying for this project. We’ve got a long ways to go to try to have this station start broadcasting by the end of
2012. We’re trusting God to help us reach that milestone. Thank you very much for your participation in this project
through your prayers and financial contributions.

Pressing forward for God’s glory,

Bob Bartz
US Phone: (320) 310-0739 <rings to our home in South Africa via Skype>
E-Mail: rbartz@febc.org, barb@febc.org
On the Web: http://bartzsignalonline.wordpress.com

P.S. Financial support for our ministry in Africa can be forwarded directly to FEBC in the United States. Please
forward your gift to Account #104, Far East Broadcasting Company, PO Box 1, LaMirada, CA 90637-0001 USA.
Online donations are possible through the FEBC web site. Visit our missionary page at:

http://www.febc.org/about/m_bartz.html

and click on the button

Radio Wimbi Partners meet in Pemba:
Bob Bartz, Feba; Jan-Erik Nyman, Ibra Media; Narciso

Zandamela & Pastor Raymundo Camaliere, Radio Wimbi

DONATE

Bartz’s South Africa Office Address:

FEBA Radio South Africa
PO Box 26270
Gezina 0031
Pretoria, South Africa
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